Brose: 27 young persons successfully complete
their training
Im Bild die ehemaligen Brose-Azubis aus Coburg und Hallstadt mit Ausbildungsleiter Michael Stammberg
(rechts); unter ihnen der Mechatroniker Robin Rudolph (2. Reihe, 2.v.r.), der mit der Note 1,5 zu den Besten im
Kammerbezirk Coburg zählt.

Coburg (22. April 2009).
At the end of April, 27 young women and men successfully completed their apprenticeship
training at Brose: eight of them in Coburg, three in Hallstadt, fourteen in Würzburg, and two
in Wuppertal.
All of the young people were kept on as employees by the company and will be working as
mechatronics engineers, industrial business managers, machine tool technicians, industrial
mechanics, technical drafters, and electronics engineers at our sites in Coburg, Hallstadt,
Würzburg, and Wuppertal.
Robin Rudolph graduated from the dual education system, which not only certiﬁes him as
a mechatronics engineer, but also qualiﬁes him for admission to advanced education at a
technical university. His grade of 1.5 places him among the best of the apprentices from
the Coburg district of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry. Similarly strong results were
achieved by the two mechatronics engineers Dominik Klein (1.5) and Lisa Zetzmann (1.7), as
well as industrial business manager Ina Schneiderbanger (1.7).
Michael Stammberger, head of the apprenticeship training at Brose, is pleased about the
ﬁne examination grades: “The performance level of our apprentices is good on the whole
and indicates just how motivated they’ve been to have a part in Brose’s success.”
Despite the noticeable impact of the economic crisis, the Brose Group is still going to
be investing in new products, technologies, and staﬀ training in 2009. This includes
apprenticeships: In September 2009, around 90 new apprentices will begin their
apprenticeships at Brose. That is nearly 10 percent more than in the previous year.
The long-term approach of the family-owned company is reﬂected in all of its activities —
which of course also includes apprenticeship planning. “We speciﬁcally train on a needsbasis and do not waver from this course, even in diﬃcult times, because every crisis
comes to an end at some point. The young people that we will be recruiting this year will
be needed as qualiﬁed specialists in our domestic and international locations in 2012,”
explained Michael Stammberger.
About 220 young people are currently undergoing training at the six apprenticeship centers
at Coburg, Hallstadt, Würzburg, Wuppertal, Berlin and Sindelﬁngen. The apprenticeship
programs will prepare them to work at one of over 50 locations in Europe and overseas.
In Coburg and Hallstadt there are still currently ﬁve open apprentice-training positions
for the dual education program (Bachelor of Engineering / Bachelor of Science) in the
disciplines of mechanical engineering (2), electrical engineering, industrial engineering, and
business informatics. Those interested can now still apply for apprenticeship, which will
start on October 1, 2009.

